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BACKGROUND

• Phenotyping by haemagglutination is widely used in the blood 

transfusion service to detect red cell antigens on the surface of red 

blood cells. Serological – serum

• Genotyping tests for the genes that code for the red cell antigens. 

Molecular test – DNA required.

• Genotyping was implemented in the Immunohaematology 

Reference lab at SANBS in January 2015 to assist resolve complex 

serological cases and to type the rare blood donors, panel cell and 

screen and Anti-D donors.

• Genotyping is a new field and we are currently going through 

training with international experts in the field to better understand the 

dynamics and the findings unique to South Africa. 



BACKGROUND
 The Rh system is the most polymorphic and most immunogenic blood group 

system encoded by two genes - the RHD gene (that codes for D or d) and the 

RHCE gene that codes for the C, c, E, e antigens.

 For the purpose of this presentation the V, VS and hrB antigens of the Rh 

system is also mentioned.

 The RHD and RHCE genes are highly homologous and at a molecular level 

gene conversions could result in the formation of hybrids. One such hybrid  

is the r’S haplotype or (C) ces: 

RHD GENE (RHD-CE-D) RHCE gene = r’S,(C)ces 

[RHD (exons 1 – 3) – RHCE (exons 4 – 7) – RHD (exons 8 – 10)]    +  [RHCE*ce]   

 The HrB and hrB antigens appear to have a serologic relationship to e
antigen. hrB (RH31), a polymorphic antigen produced by RHCE gene, is 

present on most RBCs that are e+ and not present on e- RBCs.

 HrB(RH34) is a high-frequency antigen of the Rh system.

 The RhCE polypeptide lacking Rh31 or Rh34 antigen is regarded as an RhCE 

variant.



INTRODUCTION
 The HrB(Rh:34) and hrB(Rh:31) antigens were defined in the literature in 

the 1970’s after tests confirming the presence of the corresponding 

antibodies were found in the serum of a black South African woman. 

 Rh34 is a high frequency antigen that is significant in South Africa as it is 

negative or absent in <0.2% RhD+/RhD- black donors thus defining them as 

rare donors.

 Anti-Rh34 is also a clinically significant antibody capable of causing 

Haemolytic Disease of the Newborn. 

 Red cell genotyping using the IDCOREXT assay is performed on selected 

rare donors where serology is limited due to lack of rare expensive antisera.

 The IDCOREXT assay tests for the hrB (Rh:31), however samples that test 

negative for Rh:31 antigen may also be negative for HrB (Rh:34) and this 

could be a surrogate test for detecting potential Rh:-34 rare donors



METHODS

 Aim: To review the molecular red cell genotyping data of four donors 

serologically confirmed as Rh:-34 to identify phenotypic and genotypic result 

patterns that can be used as triggers when screening for Rh:-34 rare 

donors.  

 Samples/Testing: 

 DNA samples of 4 South African black donors, previously confirmed 

serologically as negative for the rare Rh34 antigen (also written as Rh:-

34), was extracted on the Maxwell AS2000 instrument. 

 Red cell genotyping assay was completed using the Progenika/Grifols 

IDCOREXT assay on the Luminex 200IS instrument.  

 DNA was outsourced to Grifols, San Marcos Texas for testing on the 

BloodChip and Sanger sequencing.  

 Analysis and Interpretation

 The molecular genotyping results and inferred phenotypes of the four 

donors were analyzed on the BIDSXT software based on an algorithm 

of associated SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) 



IDCOREXT vs Red Cell Sequencing



RESULTS

IDCOREXT ASSAY BLOODCHIP/SANGER

Serology GENOTYPE C E c e CW V hrS VS hrB SEQUENCING

O -, r'r, 

Rh:-34

RHCE*ce[733G,1006T], 

RHD*r’s-RHCE*ce[733G,1006T]
+(29) 0 +(6) +(3) 0 0 + + 0 RHD*DIIIa-CE(3-7)-D -RHCE*ce(48C,733G,1006T),                       

RHD*DIIIa-CE(3-7)-D - RHCE*ce(48C,733G,1006T)    

D-, Partial C, Partial c, E-, Partial e, VS+, V-, hrB-

O -, r'r, 

Rh:-34

RHCE*ce[733G,1006T], 

RHD*r’s-RHCE*ce[733G,1006T]
+(29) 0 +(6) +(3) 0 0 + + 0 RHD*DIIIa-CE(3-7)-D—RHCE*ce(48C,733G,1006T), 

RHD*deletion—RHCE*ce(48C,609A,733G,1006T)

D-, Partial C, Partial c, E-, Partial e, VS+, V-, hrB-

O +, Ro,   

Rh:-34
RHCE*ce[733G,1006T] 0 0 +(6) +(3) 0 0 + + 0 RHD*DIIIa(150C) - RHCE*ce(48C,733G,1006T),                      

RHD*DIIIa(150C) - RHCE*ce(48C,733G,1006T)

Partial D, C-, Partial c, E-, Partial e, VS+, V-, hrB-

O +, 

Rh:-34wk

RHCE*cE, RHD*r’s-

RHCE*ce[733G,1006T]
+(29) + + +(3) 0 0 + + 0 RHD - RHCE*cE,                                                                                              

RHD*DIIIa-CE(3-7)-D - RHCE*ce(48C,733G,1006T)

D+, Partial C, c+, E+, Partial e, VS+, V-, hrB-



RESULTS
 Donor 1

- RHD - Exon 2, 3

- RHCE  - Exon 1, 5, 7

- The Partial C antigen is encoded by alleles RHD*DIIIa-CE(3-7)-D. 

 Donor 2 

- RHD - Exon 2, 3 

- RHCE - Exon 1, 3, 4,5, 7, Intron 8 

- Silent polymorphism c.609A may not have been reported previously. If so, 

RHCE*ce(48C,609A,733G,1006T) would be an unreported allele with a predicted 

phenotype identical to that of RHCE*ce(48C,733G,1006T). 

 Donor 3 

- RHD - Exon 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Intron 2, 3 

- RHCE - Exon 1, 5, 7, Intron 8 

- RHD*DIIIa(150C) is a member of the DIIIa family of alleles that includes all the 

RHD*DIIIa polymorphisms and c.150C. The ISBT lists allele 

RHCE*ce(48C,733G,1006T) as encoding an hrB- phenotype 

 Donor 4 

- RHD   - Exon 2, 3

- RHCE - Exon 1, 5, 7



DISCUSSION

 The hybrid RHD-CE-Ds gene and the paired ces allele encode two 

nucleotides: -

 733C>G (Leu245Val) substitution in RHCE Exon 5 

 1006G>T (Gly336Cys) substitution in RHCE Exon 7

 The (C)ces haplotype also classically produces a,

weak partial C,          

weak e

VS (RH20) antigens

And does not produce,

D, V, hrB, and HrB antigens.



CONCLUSION

 From the results above, the serological phenotypic triggers identified will be 

partial or weak agglutination reactions with the C, e, and c phenotypes. 

 VS will always be positive with V negative. 

 At a molecular genotypic level, the RHD*DIIIa hybrids are evident and 

literature has supported that the presence of homozygous 733C>G in exon 

5 and 1006G>T in exon 7 of the RHCE gene could replace serological 

phenotyping for Rh:-34. 

 Due to the fact that the HrB and hrB antigens appear to have a serologic 

relationship to e antigen, a range of Anti-e monoclonal antibodies will be 

used to perform a range of testing on all the known Rh:-34 donors. 

 A strategic objective at SANBS is to introduce next generation red cell 

sequencing to perform genomic analysis of Rh genes in 2018.
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